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Present Glee
Club Concert
Sunday, May2
Scveranee Hall Scene
Of Forty-Seventh Concert;
Program Features Variety

Sophs Conduct
Spring Festival
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Final decisions as to the site and
date of the performance, were made by
the members of the club at a recent
business meeting. During the meeting the members, after considering the
advantages of both Severance Hall and
the University Auditorium, finally
voted for Severance Hall, which is
technically the most suitable auditorium
for musical presentation in the city. In
beauty and in musical atmosphere, it
ranks among the best in the country.
The presentation of the annual concert on a Sunday is a departure from
the custom of the organization. In
previou years it has usually been conducted n a Friday.

2!ieen , o~ne
''?''

(
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William Reidy, p r e side n t, Bert
Maheu, secretary, and Joseph P. Sulliv._n, business manager, are combining their efforts in the general management of the affair to make it one of the
(Ctmtiuued Ol£ Page 2)

French Club
Plans Social
Members Complete
Arrangements at Last Night's
Meeting; LaMaida
Appointed Chairman
Last night at a meeting held in
Room 46 of the Cleveland Public
Library the French Club of John
Carroll University added the finishing touches to its plans for a dinner-social to be held on the evening
of Friday, May 7, 1937.
The affair which promises to carry
on the reputation established by the
club in previous socials will be held at
the Ohio Villa, popular and swanky resort situated at the corner of Richmond
and Highland Roads a short distance
from Mayfield Road. Vincent La
Maida, member of the sophomore class
has been named as chairman of the
committee and promises a highly enjoyable evening to all who attend.
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The Glee Club of John Carroll
University has announced that it
will present its Annual Spring Concert at Severance Hall on Sunday
evening, May 2, 1937. This concert will be the forty-seventh annual
presentation of the Glee Club, which
is one of the oldest and most active
organizations in the school.
Choose Severance
Hall by Election
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Hi.s

passing has 11111de his valrce as a
Profesor of Gcr11u.m stand out
more vividly.
Fat!ru Schmitt is sttr<livcd by
three brothers, Paul, who is the
engineer i" charge of the heating
plant oa the west side, Lttcas a1ui
Vale11ti1t.e; and by two sisters, Mrs.
E. Blit::, and Mrs. E. Heisler.
Funeral services were /;eld Cit St.
Mary's

Church at nine o'clock

Tuesday moming. A Solemn High
Mass was offered. Father Pickel
and the Rev. Joseph Joliat, S.J.,
were Deaco11s of Huuor. Tlt.e Rev.
Hartford Bmcker, S.J., and the
Rev. Edmund Bwk, S.J., acted as
Sub Dcacuns. The Rev. William
P. Haggerty, S.l., was assistaut
Priest.

Social on April 16 Takes Place
In Auditorium and Cafeteria;
O'Malley Heads Committee
·with the return to class after
the Easter vacation, the announcement was made by Bernard R. Sallot, president of the
sophomore class, of the holding
of the first Collegiate Club Spring
Festival to be held on Friday,
April 16th.
The affair will be held at the
John Carroll University Auditorium in University Heights.
Chairman Well
Known Student
The committee for this annual affair
was made known Tuesday. The chairman for the event will be Theodore J.
O ' Malley. O'Malley, popular sophomore, has been active in class and extracurricular activities. Assisting O ' Malley on the committee will be Eugene
Kirby, James Wilson, Ivan Garapic,
Robert Wiswosser and Dan Ryan.
On the program for the evening will
be an arrangement of games, fun, entertainment, and altogether an evening
of gala amusement. The feature of the
gathering will be a round of bingo to
be played early in the evening. The
bingo apparatus will be set up in the
lower hall along with several other
types of amusement yet to be decided
upon. Dancing will wtdoubtedly be included .

To Present
Diversified Entertainment
Immediately following the bingo
there will be entertainment in the auditorium consi ting of music, singing, and
the presentation of local talent for the
approval of the group. Gene Kirby
and James \Vilson, along with Chairman O'Malley, will be directly responsible for this.
Refreshments will probably be served
and will be included in the admission
price. Arrangements are being made
to handle a capacity crowd. The Committee also plans to decoratae the hall
extensively to assure the crowd of the
proper atmosphere for this festival
occasion.

Hold Symposium
Next Month
Carroll Combines With
Ursuline and Notre Dame to
Communistic Actions

Maybe Yo·u Were-Maybe You Weren't Air

1£ ever anything can happen to disrupt
the peace of mind of newspaper editors,
it is the occurrence of some important
event just prior to the distribution of
their newspaper. And if the event is of
the contest variety, it is still worse. For
the fans of all of the contestants are anxious about their respective champions, and
are desirous of knowing the victor.
So in reporting today's oratorical conCeroldi
test for Freshmen, it is neither within the
Honorary Chairman
realm of possibility or of desire for the
Assisting La Maida will be these Carroll News to give information conprominent students : Charles Heaton, cerning the outcome of the tournament
Philip N. Lawton, James Foti, John just completed.
Toner and George Neagoy. The honorary chairman will be Bernard Cer- We Could Guess
oldi, president of "Le Cercle Francais." Who Won
It would be possible to hazard a
The moderator for the evening will be
Bernard Jablonski, moderator of the club guess naming the winner. It would be
and head of the French department at possible to write an interesting news
article, in past tense, concerning the men
John Carroll University.
According to a statement issued by who spoke, their topics, the length of
chairman La Maida the festivities for their speeches, the names of the jucges,
the evening are due to open at 8 o'clock. etc. But stories of that type are too comAlthough the French Club has held mon. A frank statement of our case, is,
gatherings and dances in the past no we feel, the easiest and most tactful way
definite attempt has been made to start out of the difficult sttuatlon.
The point is that we knew who was
an annual social event until this · year.

supposed to speak. vVe knew how long
they were to speak. And we know a great
many other facts that might be very interesting and true-if the contest took
place, if it took place in the manner
scheduled, and if no riot ensued. But
when this was written, what took place
was no more known than you know who
will win the opening day's ball game.

You Should .Kno~
Some Things
But it is just as well that you know
some of these things.
You should know the names of the six
speakers. They are : Bernard Haas, Jack
Kenney, Eugene McCaffrey, William
McGannon, Jack Nichols, and Bernard
Petty. That is, we hope those were the
speakers. But i£ any of them were unable
to appear alternate William Tome in all
probability was the sixth orator.
You should know that these men have
successfully reached the finals after a
long and gruelling series of eliminations.
Of the 28 semi-finalists who spoke in an
effort to gain one of the coveted finalist
positions, these seven men were the best.

You should know that they are the
proud possessors of the touch that comes
to speakers under the tutelege of John
Carroll's famed instructor in speech and
debate, the Rev. Charles McDev;tt Ryan,
S.J.

The Campiov. Club of Junior John
Carroll University will present a Symposium on Communism on or about May
15th. At present plans are not completed
as to date or place.
The Symposium will feature Communism as its main topic from political, reMaybe It Didn't
ligious and economic viewt>oints. Speakers
Even Take Place
on the various divisions of the subject
But it is silly to go on telling you these will comprise three men from John Carthings when it is quite pOssible that the roll, three young ladies from Notre
contest did not even take place. It is Dame, and two from Ursuline.
absurd to continue to write lines about Three Carroll
something which, if it bas happened is Men to Speak
Edward Rambousek, president of the
not news to anybody. The only reason
that anything was written at all was to unit, Joseph Sullivan and James Dinsinsure the readers that the Carrq/l News more will represent Carroll. Miss Mary
does not consider them so naive that they Doyle and Miss Helen McKenna will be
would belie~e that an article appearing the two speakers chosen from Ursuline
on its pages concerning the above men- College, and Miss Rita Koch, Miss Mati011ed event, could possibly have been deleine O'Neill, and Miss Rita Masek
written, set, and printed in time for them will be picked from Notre Dame College.
to receive it five minutes after conclusion
Catholic Philosophy will play a leadof that event.
ing role in the discussion. At present acWe close with the hope that the Fresh- cording to Mr. Rambousek, the group
man Oratorical Contest took place this of those to take part meets at frequent
morning at student convocation. Because intervals to read and discuss thoroughly
the subject of the talks.
if it didn't we feel very foolish,
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Federation of I Professor O'Donnell Enters
L!;....;...._-~-=--------=------------===-----~' Labor Offers
Mayoralty Race in Cleveland
Financial Aid
Wh-o's Who a~ Carroll

1
'

It is a difficult ta k to write a biog-

raphy about a fellow so well known
that all his activities are old news to
hi
friend, and acquaintances but
Ralph Pelegrin i one person whose
exploits bear repeating.
Born in Cle1·eland, Aug. 15, 1915, on
the Ea ·t Side, Ralph can tell us little
of his doings before the age of four.
He attended St. Elizabeth's grammar
school and matriculated at Cathedral
Latin. Incidentally in the last two
years of grammar school and throughout four year. of high chool he was
never late or absent from class. His
high school day were well filled with
the managerial position on the basketball teams, a three year record on the
honor ron, and membership in the
Library en•ice Club and the Sodality.

Becomes
Football 1\1anager
Carroll received this personable
young gentleman in 1933 and immediately availed herself of his services as
a football manager. As anyone knows
it is harder to manage a small university athletic department than to be behind the scene with a big university
team. The reason for thi i that the
larger school has more managers and
men to share the re· pon ibility. Ralph
had charge of all athletic equipment
which includes about fifteen pieces to
the man and forty men to a squad. It
was al o his duty to provide laundry
service, supcrvi c luggage on the trips
and arrange practice d ,sions. Between "rest" periods Pelegrin al o
acted as interne transporting injured
players to the hospital. If any Carroll
man ever earned his monogram Ralph
was that man. In the ea_on just completed Ralph took over the basketball
managership. From what has been
said you are probably wondering
whether or not the lad in question had

Free Bureau

Seek to Raise $80,000 for
Completion of
University Faculty Building
The

Lenehan to
Appoint Committee
Ralph Pelegrin
any time to attend classes. Thus we
say in order to correct any erroneous
impressions that his grades are well
above the average and his ambition is
to become a surgeon. Despite all these
activities Ralph has made time to
erve on various dance committees,
head the Intramural Baseball League,
play on it championship ball team for
two years and work for his father.

Popular Man at
Carroll
Thu far nothing has been said of
R a I ph Pelegrin's personality. It
wouldn't be any exaggeration to say
that he is one of the most popular men
at Carroll. The overwhelming factor
in hi favor to help him attain his ambitions i his dependability. All you
need say is "Ralph' doing it" and
whatever the task is, it is certain to be
done. Ask Coach Tom Conley and he
will tell you how rarely it is that you
will find a fellow of his geniality with
such a tremendous sense of responsibility to back it up. The patient who
gets him as a doctor will indeed be in
capable hands.
\Ve could go on and on recounting
facts about Ralph Pelegrin but space
and time say us nay and so we will
clo e with a sincere "Good luck, Ralph."

tate Organization Presents
Possibility of Summer
Jobs to Carroll Students

Joba Available
At Exposition
The under-graduate seeking temporary
vacation employment is usually difficult
to help, as the average employer is in
most instance willing to hire only those,
for training, that will be of future potential value to him. However, since
Cle1·eland is again host to the Great
Lakes Exposition, there will be more opportunities for tempOrary employment
this ea on. One concessiounaire has already indicated he will need approximately forty young men, preferably collegetrained students on an eight-hour day
basb at 45 cents per hour.
It is urged that all students not previously registered do so immediately, as
there will be a few part-time jobs beginning in the near future, before the
:;cheduled opening of the Exposition.
It was empha ·izcd that .l 0 FEE to
l'ither E~1PLOYER or APPLICANT
is charged.

Federation

of
Labor has recently announced its
intentions of conducting a drive to
finish the new buildings of John
Carroll Univer ity on University
heights. This announcement was
made at a banquet and closed meet·
ing of the representatives of the
C. F. of L. and buildings and trades
unions in the Hotel Hollenden.

Of Employment
Offered
Science Club
Visits Chase
Brass Company
The paramount problem of a college
graduate is locating suitable employment
as soon as possible after commencement.
Since general bu iness conditions are
showing favorable improvement, the
Cleveland Office of the Ohio State Employment Service particularly welcomes
applications from college graduates e..xpE.cting to locate in this city or the immediate vicinity.
The Ohio State Employment Service,
affiliated with the United States Employment Service, and also financed in
part by the City of Cleveland, is a permanent organization serving community
needs. It is its function to act as an intermediary by bringing the qualifications
of the person seeking employment logically and convincingly to the attention
of employers needing competent employees.

Cleveland

Field Trip Through
Industrial Plant Informative
To Scientists
1Iembers of the Scientific Academy
and a large portion of the freshman
chemistry class were conducted on an
in pcction tour through the plant of
Chase Bra s and Copper in Euclid,
Ohio, on Thursday, March 18. Rev.
George Pickel, S.J., and Dr. Thomas
accompanied the group, which numbered about forty.
The visitors were taken through the
hop and shown how brass and copper
bars, trips, and tubes are cast, drawn
out or rolled, cleaned with acid, and
polished.
The tour included also a trip through
the company's power plant, which enable. it to produce all of its own power
when necessary, and an inspection of
the water system.
Students were shown how the company tests its products by means of
photomicrography and with machines
capable of e..xerting a force of several
thou and pounds on a brass bar so that
the stres and strain, ela ticity, and
tensile strength can be determined.
The trip, which was ponsored by
the Scientific Academy, was arranged
through Edward Allen, a student at
Carroll who is employed by Chase
Brass and Copper.
.\t the Academy's next meeting,
which will be held tomorrow afternoon
at 4:10, George Fisher will give a l~c
ture on "Synthetic Drugs," and at the
same time next week, a lecture on "Inhibitors in Body Fluids" will be delivered by Mr. Burke.

The committee to head the drive for
funds will be appointed by Thomas A.
Lenehan, secretary of the Cleveland Federation of Labor. Comprising the members of the committee will be representatives of the various labor organizations.
According to the idea now under discussion by labor heads, the campaign
will seek to raise as its goal $70,000 to
$80,000. The money obtained will be
used to complete the interior of the faculty
building, now lying in a half finished
state and to go as far as is possible toward completing the chapel, of which
only the foundation has been built.
The idea for this drive was advanced
by the labor organization as a purely
voluntary movement. Their plan is, by
so doing, to erect a fitting monument as
an appreciation of the scholastic and educational work performed by the Jesuits
in this section.

Would Eliminate
Daily Commuting
It was estimated that the drive would
be completed and the work of building

would be started sometime this summer,
oi at latest by next spring. The finishing of the faculty residence would alleviate the necessity of the greater portion of the faculty commuting from the
West Side each morning by automobiles. At the present time many of the
faculty are residing in the dormitory, but
accomodations for the remainder are not
available in the limited space offered by
Bernet Hall.
The first donations in the campaign
were received at the banquet. The Hod
Carriers, Local 310, donated $2,000, while
a friend of labor contributed $1,000. Mr.
Lenehan said they hoped to gather the
remainder of the $80,000 within a short
time.

Prominent Instructor in Economics
Seeks Election to
Important Office as Democrat

Profe sor Walter G. O'Donnell has sailed his hat into the proverbia l
ring to become a candidate for mayor of Cleveland.
In his characteristic quiet and unassuming manner, Mr. O'Donnell informed this writer that he has tendered his resignation as professor of
Political Science at John Carroll University, so that he might be able to
enter the field of practical politics. This resignation, however, will not
-become effective-if accepted-until the end of the school year in Jun~e=.=::!
Contrary to the reports of other local newspapers, therefore, Mr. O'Don nell will continue teaching at Carroll until June.
Meanwhile Mr. O'Donnell will not:---- - - - -- - - - - - -formally declare his candidacy for mayor, my faculty colleagues, relinquish my
nor will he very actively participate in chosen profession, and terminate my enpolitics. He will allow others to carry joyable work with the congenial students
on the work of organization until June, of John Carroll.
and will in general confine himself to
"It is my hope that some day in the
personal contacts and occasional eriti· indefinite future, after I have completed
cisms of the Burton administration.
my term of public office, I may return to
Regarding his resignation, Mr. O'Don- John Carroll to resume my professional
nell earnestly desires to preclude any mis- association wi th the institution for teachunderstandin~J on the part of others to- ing which will always be my profession.
ward his relationship with Carroll. On John Carroll University has a worthy
this p'oint, Mr. O'Donnel says:
past and an even greater future, and
"In complete accord with Very Rev. under the superior administrative guiFather Rector's view that candidacy for dance of our new president, Very Rev.
public office requires resignation from the \Villiam Magee, we can look forward to
faculty of John Carroll University, I the complete realization of the construclook forward to my declaration of can- tive conception of a great university so
didacy and resignation in June with mixed ably inaugurated by Very Rev. Benedict
feelings of hope and regret. Hope, that Rodman. T he future development of this
my success in the forthcoming mayoral- educational project, so important to the
ty campaign may open new opportuni- Catholic youth of this region, commands
ties for public service that will rebound the interest and assistance of all of us.
to the benefit of all of us. Regret, that Certainly I shall never lose my interest in
I must leave the pleasant association of the future of John Carroll University.''
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Collegiate Club
Spring Festival

Glee Club(Coutimwd from Page l)
outstanding concerts in the history of
the organization.
According to the Rev. Joseph A.
Kiefer, S. ].. director of the Glee Club,
the numbers to be offered by the chorus
will consist in a large variety of selections. Both classical and light songs
are to be presented in four voice arrangements. In addition to the renditions of the entire Glee Club, the program will feature a piano solo, a quartet, a violin solo, a tenor solo and popular numbers by a trio. As yet the order
of the evening has not been definitely
settled.

Hold Meetings
Tuesday Nights
For the past week the club has been
rehearsing new songs which are to be
offered at the annual concert. Recently the members voted to hold their
weekly meetings at the West Side on
Tuesday evening .
Shorter practice
sessions are also being held in the Music
Room of the university throughout the
week to insure a finished performance
on May 2.
The business management of the
concert consists of three committees.
Advertising Committee- Bert Maheu,
chairman, John Czyzak, Philip Lawton,
Charles Brennan, William Md{ahon,
and \Villiam Deckman. Ticket Committee-William Carrier, chairman,
Paul Hribar, James Manuel, and John
Drain. Patron Committee - Joseph
Stepanik, chairman, Regis McGann,
Robert Mulcahy, Gene Kirby, David
Ferrie, and Lloyd Boymer.

JOHN CARROLL

GLEE CLUB
CONCERT
FRENCH CLUB
DINNER SOCIAL

FRESHMAN ·FROLIC
SENIOR
FAREWELL
DANCE
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Hold Oratorical Glee Club Gives
Sans Pipe - Port:ly One
Parish Concert
•
•
•
PreIIDllnartes St. John Nepomecene's Parish
Sleut:hs for Fading Fiend
Hall Scene of Lenten Program;
Next Week
Dramatize "The Upper Room"

More Than 25 Contestants
To Compete in First Round
Of Annual Oratorical Contest
More than 25 contestants will
participate in the opening round of
the competition for the oratorial
medal on Friday, April 16. This
award is presented annually to the
upperclassman who surv1ves the
preliminary rounds held on the university campus, and who finally
gain the judges' nod when the
finals are run off in the Main Ballroom of the Hotel Cleveland.
Veteran Speakers
To Compete
Among the veterans of the speakers
platform who have signified their intention of competing for the crown won
by Eugene Gleason last year are : Thomas
Heffernan, Edward Nilges, William McMahon, Clayton Lange, Richard Leusch,
Thomas Victory, John Rae, Joseph
Stepanik, Thomas Osborne, Vicent
Fornes, Thomas Corrigan, David Ferrie
and James Osborne.
When the opening round is run off on
the sixteenth at one o'clock in Room 208
of the Administration Building each contestant will deliver a five minute original
oration. In the finals the five survivors
will speak for ten minutes on topics of
their own choice.
· While the orators are polishing their
orations, debating members of the Oratorical Society are rounding out another
successful season. A week ago Tuesday,
Joseph Sullivan, Thomas Victory, Clayton Lange and William McMahon participated in an exhibition debate before a
capacity crowd of members of the Holy
"-f
.S i~ at St. Jerome's parish auditorium.

Beware the Ides of March, spake the themselves about th e fu llsome ftgurc of
On Sunday night, March 21, the Glee mighty bard I Beware the fateful fif- the 'portl y prefect' as he hurr ied to his

Club of John Carroll University presented a concert at St. John Nepomucene's parish hall. 'The program consisted
of sacred songs rendered by the Glee
Club under the direction of the Rev.
Joseph A. Kiefer, S. J .
As a feature of the evening a scene
from "The Upper Room," a play relating
the events of the Last Supper written by
Robert Hugh Benson, was dramatized by
Henry Erhardt and Jack Sweeney. Frank
Caine sang a tenor solo of Schubert's
"Ave Maria." Accompanist for the Glee
Club was the Rev. Hartford F. Brucker,

s. J.

teenth , echoed the ghost of John Bern et.
Beware, Beware howled the fitful bla t
as it wrapped its ebon cloak abou t the
walls of th e dorm.
The bells from the tower tolled the
hour of ten. They seemed to have taken
on a new note-a note of low, ominous
for ebodin g. Their sharp clang had been
stilled to little more than a muted to ne
of apprehension as if machiavellian
mites had turned the very atmosphere
into a cloud which choked off all sound
at the outset. The air dripped warning .
The mists swirled down and wrapped

headquarte rs. The wind snatched at his
cloth ing; th e night closed down.
Thought he, "a minute more and I
wi ll be within th e cozy confines of my
little sanctum, th e bu sinesslike office
and the war m, comfor ta bl e bedroom."
The wi nd laughed in fi end ish mockery.
Before his door he paused to fu mble
fo r his keys but the gold en ligh t flooding over the transom told him tha t hi .
friends were using h is office fo r a little
get-togeth er and he threw open the
door to their cheery greeting . "Hello
Fathe rs," he boomed out in reply.

•

Philip Merivale saYs:
uMy throat's grateful for Luckies
-a light smoke"
ttin one of the first imp(}rtant parts I

did in America, the play called for a
long and very trying individual perform·
ance. In every scene for five full acts I
was on stage talking almost continu·
ously. The strain made it imperative that
I safeguard my throat and voice. After
trying different brands of cigm·ettes, I
came across Luckies. They stood the test
and for many years now I've enjoyed
them. I like the taste of Luckies and my
throat is grateful for a light smoke."

Freshmen Add
To Membership
· In an attempt to improve prospects for
another brilliant season of debating in
1938, o!licers of the organization have
retired the varsity debaters in favor .of
some of the younger members of the group
with the aim of helping the yearlings
gain valuable platform e..xperience. Last
Friday, Thomas and James Osborne met
Bucknell University in a debate at St.
Joseph's Academy. Last night this same
Carroll team concluded the debate
season when it debated Loyola University
at Notre Dame Academy.
Previous debates held within the last
few weeks included encounters with
New York University and the University of Vermont.
The New York U . debate took place
on the evening of Monday, March 22,
in the auditorium of Villa Angela Academy before an. audience of one hundred.
Joseph Sullivan and Thomas Victory
represented Carroll in this debate. The
Vermon t affair was held at Carroll on
the evening of Tuesday, March 30. Carroll wa s represented by •the Osborne
brothers, Thomas and James.
In all of these debates the proposition
for discussion was the Pi Kappa Delta
question, "Resolved, that Congress
should be empowered to fix minimum
wages and maximum hours for industry."

Carroll Students
Participate in
Latin Contest
On April 1, ten members of the John
Carroll Latin Club participated in a
Latin contest sponsored for all Jesuit
colleges in the United States.
The entrants were given one page of
Engli sh to translate into Latin, and the
definition of the Latin word "furtum"
as prescribed by Roman law, to translate into English.
Students who took part in the contest used pen names which are known
only to the Rev. Joseph A. Kiefer, S.J.,
moderator of the Society.

orne time later, much later in fact
when <hi fr iend~ had gone, he rose and
at the door to his bedroom hesitated
momenta rily, yawning lu.·uriou~ly as he
envi aged the . oft security of his inner
retreat. He threw on the light. Out:;idc
the wind rose to a . inglc shrill shriek
and then died to utter silence.
Next morning a red-or bed. haggardlooking man ~Ur\'eyed with suspicion
the throngs of carefree boys who scuffled to clas _e or scuttled from them.
That afternoon a sleuth sans the pipe
questioned the matron closely, ahout
the lending of keys, the possibility of
window , on and on , exhau~tively .• ro,
it all came back to the only possible
conclusion-hi" feigned friends! He remembered with growing anger the
p. eudo :urpri. e they had simulated the
next day at his tale of woe. They had
said, "\\ ' ho did it?" That was what
bothered him . If he could only be sure.
W HO? WHO? WHO?

An independent survey was made recently
among professional men and women -lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who
said they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated
they personally prefer a light smoke.
Mr. Merivale verifies the wisdom of this pre£..
erence, and so do other leading artists of the
radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are
their fortunes. That's why so many of them
smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection of Luckies-a light smoke, free of certain
harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process
ult's Toasted". Luckies are gende on the throat.

THE FINEST TOBACCOSuTHE CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Light Smoke

t'lt's Toasted''-Your Throat Protection
AGAI ST IRRITATION-AGAINST COUGH

Copnlcht 1937.
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..• don't pass out
in the streteh ..•
As the spring season assures us she is here to
stay and each day grows longer we return from
our Easter vacation with the realization that but
a short two months of school remain. In that two
months are packed countless social activities. The
combination of those activities and the corresponding decrease in scholastic ambition due to that
malady known as sprin·g fever is all too apt to
play havoc with our final repOrt card. The only
antidote to that condition is to make the firm
resolution to study even harder than before and
then to carry out that resolution despite obstacles.
In that way we may face the summer with clean
consciences and the knowledge that we deserve a
vacation.

•· •• that policy
racket again •••
We of the CarriJll Nrws have frequently been
asked the pelicy of the paper in recent days. Our
answer is simple and straightforward. \Ve print
the uews not strictly as it is but more as it is given
to us. In that way we insure that the paper will
remain a student publication by and for students.
In this way, too, we insure personal contribution
and popular appeal. That is the reason we claim
the Carroll N~s to be a "Publication with Personality," not a cut-and-dried periodical operatnig
according to set rules, but a living, breathing,
fluctuating, emotional organ subject to the whims
and foibles of its contributors.

.•• news staff
rates ribbons . • •
The Carroll News wishes to take this opportunity to thank the Rev. ·william P. Hagerty, S. ].,
for furnishing the typewriters in the rews room
with new ribbons. 1 o longer need the members
of the reportorial staff tum in articles which the
casual observer would say had been written with
the stencil control on the machine. No longer
need the rewrite men pour searchingly over contributions in a vain effort to read the faint type.
It is a pleas ing and significant feature of Carroll
to realize that the faculty is willing and anxious
to go out of their way to aid the student . It is
the type of thing which makes the students glad
to cooperate with their teachers and is the main
reason our school is distincth'e in this respect

.. . Jet there
be light ...
\Vith the coming of the warm weather students
are anxiously awaiting the appearance of the
window washers in the main building. A winter's
wear has turned tho e transparent panes into dustencrusted quare through which the sunlight filters
but wanly. \Ve have noticed that the residents of
the Dorm have recently been enabled once more
to look out on the surrounding landscape with the
cleansing of their windows and we realize though

impatiently that it
the corps of busy
and soap in hand
a1r upon the main

is but a matter of days before
workers take scrubbing brush
and advance with determined
building.
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•.• vandaUsm calls
for vigUantes .•.
We have before us more reports of twofold nature concerning the subject of vandalism in and
about the school. We say twofold because unfortunately coupled with the encouraging ones we
have some that are not so pleasing. It seems now
that the would-be practical jokers of the school are
occupying themselves with such wanton practices
as removing the screws from electric light fixtures
and even more juvenile, drawing heels studded with
clips heavily across the composition floors of the
building with a corresponding deep impression in
the surface impassible to repair.
Along with these discouraging signs however,
we are pleased to say that both teachers and students have mentioned to us that the fellows themselves are now beginning to band themselves actively against such childish pranks. I£ the students
will continue to do this it is only a matter of time
until the "wags" of the university realize that
they are not holding the spOtlight because of their
daring but are earning the scorn and disgust of
their classmates.

. • • when willow
whacks horsehide
When the present staff of Carroll coaches assumed their postions, one of their announced aims
was to provide an intramural program which would
enable every able-bodied studen t to participate in
some form of athletics. In line with this policy,
the annual basketball league has produced a successful season and an innovat ion was provided in
the form of a ping-pong tournament, which is now
drawing to its conclusion.
ow, with the scent of spring in the air, thoughts
of all sportsminded people are turning to the three
great spring and summer pastimes of baseball,
golf and termis. Keeping up with the times, the
Carroll Athletic Department has already mapped
out plans for the baseball league; the Carroll Golf
Club will soon rumounce the definite details of an
intramural golf tournament which is also expected
to become an rumual institution; and in the fertile
brain of Mr. Oberst, director of Intramural Athletics, embryonic plans are buzzing about fo r :m
Intramural Tennis Tour ney.
All this goes into the make-up of the complete
university. We, the Carroll News, congratulate
the Athletic Department and recommend the wholehearted co-ope ra tion of the students in these worthwhile undertakings.

••• but his spirit
shall live ••.
Students and friends of John Carroll were
shocked last Sunday morning to read of the death
of the Rev. James Schmitt, S. ]., professor of German. On a sad occasion such as this words of
praise seem utterly empty and useless; but the
Carroll ews feels a solemn obligation to try to
p'ay tribute, in its humble way, to a holy man of
God: A man we knew in life as the utmost in Chri tlan gentlemanliness, and a man whom, in death,
we know just as surely as a saint of the Catholic
Church.
Father Schmitt has passed, but his spirit will
live on a an example to his legion of friends. Perhaps the most out tanding mark of his character
can be found in the theme which ran through
the last 20 years of his life, and a most Christlike virtue it is: that of cheerful suffering. For
years Father Schmitt's every movement was made
at the cost of evere bodily plain; but he was not
the kind to bewail the fates and proclaim his
mi ·ery to the world. No, Father Schmitt bore
his sufferings with a smile and remained always the
kindly gentleman, the patient teacher, and the
understanding friend. The virtues which he tried
to inculcate in the youthful charges to whom the
best years of his life were devoted, were exemplified to perfection in every phase of his own life.

H AT a s urprise! Here it is Tuesday,
practically Wednesday, and we just
heard the best of news. Let us share
this information with you, gentle
readers. Of course you have an advantage over
us. You are already in possession of this overwhelming bit of knowledge. But then, we know
it too-now. However, we are writing with an
eye to the future, two eyes, in fact. Why all this
seemingly endless and pointless discussion?
Simply this, dear reader. Editor Minarik-yes,
the same Editor Minarik about whom the last
issue of this humble s11eet was written, the same
to whom that issue referred as crazy-has
bothered his busy head to inform us that this
week we are again to have the pleasure of bringing forth ano ther glowing tribute to his craftsman hip. Close upon the heels of that great
Prom number with its pretty rotogravure section and all its pages of advertising (paid for,
we hope) it is our job as his able(?) assistants
to aid him in putting production back on his prearranged sched ule.

W

VICTORY
By Thomas JC. M. Victory '38

NCE more the Prom has passed,
and as the roseate glow of its ·wake
fades out there appears in its placeone of those uncomfortable in-between periods, noted chiefly as an ace headache-maker for stool-pigeons. Which is aU
by way of saying that today, so shortly after
the last appearance of the Carroll rag, we
are faced with a noticeable lack of those
horrible but ever-welcome items sometimes
referred to as "scoops."

O

b~st

being the case, perhaps the
way out
T HIS
is to take a round out of the soc1al calendar

and make known a few coming events • . . Anyway, all these should be well worth the effort ..•
On Sunday, May 2, Bill Reidy's Glee Club will
present its Forty-seventh Annual Concert at
Severance Hall. With Father Kiefer again waving
the baton and such song-birds as John Drain, Louie
Morabito and many others on the program, this
y supervisi ng the work of putting out his
is one event that can't miss ..• Word from Bill
paper, our Editor has assured us of a conPeoples, Union prexy, announces that Mike Dwyer
tinuation of that long-established Carroll News
will be chairman of the committee for the official
tradition, maintained by Nantell, Fitzpatrick,
Senior Farewell Dance, which hasn't a definite
Sullivan, and now Minarik, that tradition that
date yet but will probably arrive on May 14 •.•
now makes the Prom issue the high point of the
The French Club's dinner social will be held at the
journalistic year. Naturally, we of hi s staff feel
Ohio Villa on May 7, with Vin LaMaida as
that our efforts for the remainder of this schochairman. A good bet at a buck-seventy-five ..•
lastic year can produce nothin g more than feeble • Plans are also being laid for the annual Fresh
ant iclimax to that edition. However, there is
Dance, which will take place on the last night
another unwritten Jaw as insistent in its de·
of final exams unless the seniors decide to hold
mands to be obeyed. Fourteen numbers must
off their Farewell Dance until then, in which case
make their appearance during the course of each
the Freshmen will move up to the middle of May
school year. Whatever laurels there be are not
. . . And Gene Sullivan's orchestra (Bill Declcman,
sufficient to serve as a resting place for our
Mike Dwyer, etc.) will play for the St. Rose Holy
ever-ambitious Editor. Since there is work yet
Name Society affair at the Westlake on April 23.
to be done, he will not rest till every detail has
FEW Rumblings From the Prom ••• My
been attended to. From him has come the edict,
apelogies for coupling Tom Sweeney with
write! And, for better or for worse, write we
Madlyn O'Neill when all the time it should have
will.
been Madlyn O'Donnell ••• Ed McCormick was
tr- !II
~
sore because the music stopped just when 'he was
going to dance with Millicent, th.e charming ( ?)
HETHER you have been noticing the
crooner. Perhaps you'zje better off. Mac •••
fact or not in your perusal of the more
Frannie Marquard, who was on hand with his old
recent issues of the Carroll News, dear reader,
the trend of the articles which have appeared in
friend Sugar Russell, also gaye ven
a l!~tle ~ct
them has been, if you will not grant us toward
when the orchestra was adv1sed to ase • • • 1
the literary, at least increasingly away from
McNally, looking great in a new suit of tails, was
strict adherence to news. (No, we are making
enjoying himself with Rody Malloy, provoking
absolutely no attempt to point with pride to
several people to remark that this affair is definitely
this column as even a somewhat dulled example
back on ·the status of high school daz:e . .• Bob
of what we mean.) However, if you will but
Heutsche used strong language on Joe Butchko for
completing the death of a soldier . . . The dance
glance at the number of items at whose head
a byline appears in recogni tion of the special
inspector had a busy evening, ending up with, as
our pisdltorial friends would say, "a good catch"
work of its authors in writing it, you will gain
some understanding of what we do mean.
... Proctor P. Jones, Jr., President of the Senior
Class of Adelbert College of Western Reserve
HIS need not be taken as an indication of a
University (I can't help it; that's the name of the
change in policy since the coming of a new
place) was invited to the Carroll Prom by a little
Editor ipto the chair. When there is news to be
girl from Notre Dame, but Proctor had to pay
had worthy of the title, when there is something
the six bucks .•. We didn't know it before, but
of interest to the students of Carroll, or when
Ernie Reavetz is "a voice from the dim, dark,
there is a fact of importance to its readers, then,
distant wst" .•. The committee room at the
and only then should such an article appear in a
Cleveland bore a strong resemblance to the Sahara
paper avowedly edited by and for the s tudents
Desert . . . After the prom, Walter Murray's
of John Carroll Unive rsity. The height of the
Vermont Club saved the day for many Carrolambition of too many editors of our high school
lights after our "friends" down the street had
and college newspapers, be they bi-weekly, weekmade me a prevaricator by closing up early. Hence
ly, or semi-weekly, seems to be to produce a
a short cheer for Marty O'Malley is now in order,
miniature, though it be at best second-rate, of
and also a pat on the back for Frank Gibbons of
one of our large metropolitan dailies. The highthe Cleveland Press' sperts staff, who professes to
est praise you can heap upon them is to liken
be just a Carroll boy at heart .•. Three frosb, Ed
their "sheets" to that paper recognized as upeHolfelner, Fred Johns and Paul Flannery, were
rior in their community. Appearing but infreeen going into the Heat Wave after they took
quently, the items they are able to print which
their dates home .•• A number of Carroll gents
may be really classed as news are indeed few,
ended up by pulling the fatal faux p'as of bringing
yet they in i t upon printing stale or unimporthe Plain Dealer in off the doorstep when they
tant "scoops" which their readers either know
got home.
already or care absolutely nothing about. Rather
ISCELLANEOUS Murmurings •. . Conthan making their intermittently appearing istrary to anything you've seen in the French
sues an outlet for the attempts of their fellow
Club sheet, this column has no stooges at Notre
students and themselves at literary productivity,
Dame. Or, for that matter, anywhere else ..•
too many of these individuals have been misled
Jack Doreen has opened up a beer parlor, "Doreen's
by the fact that the periodical entrusted to their
Bank Bar," at 8015 Superior . . . Best wishes for
ca•e is called a EWS paper.
success to Professor Walter O'Donnell, who will
some day occupy the mayor's chair . . . Tom
ITH each succeed ing regime, those who
O'Co1mor and Jack Lavelle enjoyed themselves with
dictate (nominally, at least) the policy of
a bW1ch of kids at the St. Jerome's party last
the Carroll News have, happily, been charting
Friday night . . . The Edelweiss cafe at 23rd and
a course farther and farther from these jourSuperior has a new and different way of enternalistic shallows. The present Editor is attempttaining its guests, as Jim Moraghan, Tom Corrigan
ing to continue this gradual-for it mu st be a
and Bill Duffin recently dis£overed ... June Ginlow process-throwing off of the stifling cloak
ley of Ursuline thinks Chuck Heaton is plenty
of conventionality. However, his is not a one
cocky .... Ivan Garapic has given up his Dolly
man job. He needs help. His taf£ has proven
to concentrate on football. Incidentally, I van is
their willingne s to cooperate with him in their
now a uit salesman, as is Gene Kirby . . . Flash:
work, which, coupled with a certain amount of
Joe Sullivan showed up at Glee Club practice last
ability, has greatly eased his task. Yet his ideal
night ... Jack Hanley will be at the St. Alexis
has not been reached. It is fine that a few stuhop tonight with Chairlady Mary Roth. This, so
dents ee fit to exp ress themselves through this
we hear, does not sit so well with a certain young
medium. But it is only when a great many more
lady fr om Ursuline ... Here's a fair question:
who, too, often feel them elves inarticulate, take
advantage of this means of giving vent to their
What was Art Hefferman doing in the Sulz:man
own latent literary desires and abilities that the
driveway when Papa Sulzman drove in? We wonCarroll ews will have assumed the position it
der if this had anything to do with why Art and
has long threatened to occupy as the true leader
Cousin Jack are now in the dog house at home • · •
in the field of the collegiate pre s.
(Ccmti11ued em Page 8)
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Joolya and Red Brown •1n
Big Mix-Up Over Prom;
So Red Writes Letter of
Explanal:ion
By Robert Yeager
EDITOR'S N OTE: It is the disputed privilege
of th& editors to offer another of the letters in
the inimitAble correspondence of Red and

JoofJa.
D eer Won;
Sawry to here you mi t your trane
W ed. last but I thot that feller had a
big hand in the mater. And I mite be
adding that I dont aprove your galleyvanting around with the young hudlim.

say I will call you in the neer footur and
backed .off the portch but mist the steps
and rooned my tucks witch of corts
were rented.
The secondly thing of importens bing
the exams witch are a littl diffrent in
collidge then they were in high sckool.
Everybuddy sits around with a sick look
on his fates and the perfesser is the
only won who seems as if he is having a
good time. 0£ which he is as he is most
lightly got them all in his power. The
perfesser seys of corts you all our a
wear of the fack that cheeting in the
clatsroom is strickly agen the rules and
anybuddy caht cribbing is opsom facka
thrown out.·

nuts

The Best
Eng lish

By Philip N. Lawton

By John English

T

HRYSANTHEMUM
style" hair dress is slowly
beginning to make its re'
appearance among men
after a long per iod of careful trimming
and neat grooming. The reason for the
backward step seems to be due to the
recent rise in the price of haircuts by
local barbers. Thinking it the expedient
thing to do, some men are making
themselves subjects of unshorn hair and
consequent wei rd appearance. Already
those ;who have begun to avoid frequent depilation have their hair coiling up at the ends like hooks on a wall.
On some men we find the hair beginning to drape about their necks, producing a scarf-like effect. Perhaps
when their hai r has grown extremely
long, these men will pile or knot their
hair in 'buns' at the top of their heads
or even twist it in pigtails at he back.
' C

ITH such a type of men about
W
town insisting on "leaving it
grow," it will not be surprising if people begin reporting "grizzly bears" or
similar looking creatures wandering
around in the vicinity of their homes.
this element continues to wear
IforFhats,
the local hatters will be in line
more complaints about misfits than

Others are probably organized in amateur barb.l:r fraternities or tonsorial
brotherhoods. The purpose of these organizations evidently is for each member to cut another member's hair until
the circuit is complete. There seems
to be no attempt to improve the
methods they employ in their selfappropriated art. The observer can
u ually recognize these queer looking
gents by the short woolly trims that
resemble "peppercorn growth." Such a
haircut probably lasts longer and save
the price of one or two other haircuts.
H AIR cutting i. sometimes referred
_
to as the "tonsorial art." Many,
who are unskilled in this art, but practice it anyhow, produce such work that
is immediately apparent. The steps and
stubby ends of hair left on a victim of
their practice are perhaps the primitives' first concept of a stairway. Often
the circular outline indicates that the
legendary bowl has been used as the
guiding implement. The bowl and
clippers are probably the most expensive equipment these amateurs need to
buy, considering that many might appropriate combs and scissors from
among the household goods of their
homes.

HE men ~ho have wavy or curly
ever before, unless a special brand of
hair might think that they are at
elastic hat will be put on the market,
some advantage over those with
especially for the thrifty gentlemen.
straight, lank, coarse or thick "frizzy"
N the other hand we note that there hair but they are all in the arne boat
is evidence of some men begin- when they try to avoid paying for a
ning to cut their hair themselves. skilled barber's services.
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By Joseph Stepanik

in

HAT annoying editor stopped us in the hall the
BELIEVE that the digression I am making in today's
column is an entirely justifiable one. It is ind~ an
other day and made the remark that since we
occasion when the Hollywood film factories translate a
couldn't do reporting nor feature-writing nor edisuperb novel into an equally superb movinr pieture.
torials nor proof-reading as a last resort he would
When such a masterly piece of work as "The Good Earth" is
place at our disposition a colllllln.
i!sued as the result of such a transfer of media it is cause
Disgruntled, disgusted, and disturbed we questioned
for rejoicing both to those people who have enjoyed the book
him more closely about the type of colwnn he wished. His
and to others who are constantly boasting of the possibilities
answer as he hurried away was vague and all we caught
of the screen as an art form.
were the words--poetry, humor, vignettes.
Poetry-that idea became more and more irritating. A S clearly as I can recall Mrs. Buck's novel (and it is over
two years cigo that I first read it) it seems to me that she
Hours of concentration produced only this romantic little
achieved the powerful emotional impact from her story, not
gem??????
so much from plot as from the treatment that she gave to it.
Your head is a torrent of gold
The technique that she used was as simple as the people she •
On my shoulder
~va describing. Her GOOD EARTH was not a new story;
1t was the tale of man's struggle against nature in his atYour breath is a pulsing flame
tempt to sift a living from the land ; her love element made no
On my cheek,
attempt to be sensational, it was the old, old triangle and the
The memory of roses
conclusion to her book was not new, it was merely the logical
At your ivory temples
development of what she had already told us or led us to
Whispers of the sweetness of your lips.
believe.
But no, this cynical world would but little reck of such
naivity and a modern quatrain next colored our mind's eye. THAT the movies were able to take such a book, which
was a masterpiece in its own field, and convert it into a11
"I draw the line at kissing,"
extraordinary moving picture (and moving pictures must deShe said with firm intent;
pend almost of necessity upon a rapidly moving plot) has
But he was a football player,
earned my greatest admiration. Who deserves the credit for
And over the line be went.
this accomplishment is hard to say. In {act no one person
Again we were forced to throw this out to sate the hun- is immediately responsible for this success. The director,
gry blue pencil of the <:ensors. Realizing however that the Sidney Franklin, has kept the film on an even keel throushCarroll News carried a large feminine following we thought . out. Never does it for so much as a minute recede from the
it highly appropriate to consider them, which we do with high tone at which it begins. The series of perfornunces, by
this splendid advice.
Paul Muni, Luise Rainer, Tilly Losch and the lesser actors
are all sup'erb. It is my conviction that Miss Rainer's 0-l.An
The lover's gasp of ecstacy at first swut kiss
is the finest piece of acting I ever saw on the screen. Almost
without a facial movement she expresses the elementary
Is but forbearer of the sigh when love's amiss.
emotions of a peasant women who has spent her whole life
close to the soil. She does not seem to be any particular
If then you are unwont to sigh in sorrow's grasp
woman, but the essence of alt women. It is useless to atThere is nought else to do, fair maid, but shun
tempt to give adequate praise for this performance. Miss
the gasp.
Rainer is the complete artist, plodding through this film in a
Just then Minarik the Moocher looked over our bundle of rags with all of her great physical beauty conshoulder.
cealed in an Oriental makeup, and emerging a character
possessing such spiritual beauty that it beggars description.

Much water has floan over the dam
sense last you are to here from me. The
main thing of importens bing the pram
witch of corts it is regretblc you had to
mist. I had quiet a tine getting a date
when Joney Markiss is saying why Can't Figger
dont you call up Margaret Smith as she
is a goodable dantser and of corts I say Perfessors Out
what is her number.
·
Everybuddy nods there hed and you
So I called her up and sid is this can here some fellow sey what the heck
miss Smith of which she is to replying is the consumption ack and the other
yes and to whom may I be speaking fellow seys you mean the presumption
and I being quiet a kidder as you well ack dontcha and he seys yes thats it
no responding you mite be speaking to what the heck is it and the other guy
F. D. R. of witch you aint this bing and seys its something about lettin any
then I am to give my name. I sed my dummy vote after the sivil war. The
old man is quiet a hawg ransher in Neb. perfesser seys kind of split up down
and of corts we have SO or 60 hed of there and put won chare between you.
horses and wood you like to go to the Then he reeds off the questions very
few of witch look familiar. Perty soon
pram.
you yell at the fellow next to you hey
Joe whats the ferst and you raise won
Have Swill
finger and he shakes his hed and seys
Feed at Prom
whats the forth and raises for fingers
My sez she you are a great kidder and you shake your hed. This goze on
aint you so she finally seys yes and I for :~bout an our and then you are
called for her and we went to the pram. handing in your paper and to going out
After we danst awhile and bad a will in the hall. The brite fellow i out there
See<l we drove hom in my car. v.:e wer and he seys wasnt that duck soop and
"' 'standing an the portch very quietly and you sey wear do you get that duck soop
I th ot I will just pretend this is J oolya stuff its a wonder he didnt give us the
an d so gave her hand a little squez and hole dam book to meporise.
But in spite of all my sawrow I still
HEN we had revived him and he was sufficiently
she kind of laffed and sed o you frets
thing and I am to reply dont you kind find time to think of you my J oolya
strong he managed to say that the colwnn might be
of like me Margaret and she is to reply and dont take this Margy Smith busi- much more appealing without any poetry. At this despair
I never saw a fellow with a line like ness to serious.
filled us and we tried to get a more definite assignment
Sinserely
yours befor but I drather think your as
from him. A faraway look entered his eye and after a spell
much a big moment as anybuddy so I
RED BROWN
he announced that if we could produce a colwnn which
would arouse in our readers the same emotion one gets
when one hears a pleasant sound, the opposite from that
they have when they hear an unpleasant one, our column
would be satisfactory. Of course this occasioned much
research and finally the concensus of opinion enabled us
to group the pleasant sounds and the unpleasant ones.

Grizzly Bears

5

J URGENTLY recommend this film to you as the fintst

that the screen has offered us. It is now playing at the
Hanna Theatre for a limited engagement,

from West Park sowing a frightened handful of wild oata?
... not in that atrocious bat. Poet and admirer? ••• possi.
bly, but he was well-shaven and neatly lhom. The car
lurched as we stood up to get out at Webb Road and aent
us well within their conversation range •••.•
"But my dear Cynthia ... If you had paid better atteft·
tion this afternoon you would know that the nuclei in the
two atoms of the ortho-hydrogen molecule follow an entirely di&tinct path of rotation from thoe of para.hfdte>o
HUS it is our firm intention not to have this column gen."
resemble the pounding of a broken tire chain beneath
the fender of a car; the loud clawing of a poor pen nib; the
THE ANT
treble soprano of a piece of chalk sliding up the blackboard;
the array of noises forthcoming from a piano when someGo to the a11t, thou sluggard boy
A lcsso1~ from it take
one accidentally Jeans back against the forte with his elSee how it toils from tiiO'm till night
bows; the crumpling of paper at six in the morning; "You
With 110 complai11t to makefailed two subjects last semester;" the click of a nickel in
Foragillg
in tlte sugar-bowl
a pay-telephone after hanging up giving the false impresAnd b11rrowing i'~ the cake!
sion that your nickel has been returned; the screech of a
MOTH
fallen basketball player's knees on a slivery fioor; RachPoor i1t.rcct, fl"ttering rou11d 011r lamp,
maninoff in modern jazz. On the other hand we do promise
Del11ded from thy 11ook
to make this column as pleasant as the slither of wheels on
By the false gleam that kindles htrt,
wet asphalt; the pop of a breaking light bulb; the whine of
M is/ortunc is thy lrtek;
telephone wires on a cold, still night; the dying gurgle of
We feel f~ thee wit/~ pitying hearts,
water in a drain; the sound of crossing signal when heard
Alld sma.sh tlrec with a book.
from a moving train; the hollow plop of SOMEBODY
cow
ELSE'S DERBY when dropped on a smooth pond; the
The patient cow all d(}y she fares
flap of a fiag in the wind; the financial jangle of dropping
fl, b(}Jmdless realu~.r of cfovtr
nickels from a paying slot-machine; the snap of an electricA11d gathers milk from field to field
clock breaking off the minutes to the end of class; the voice
H uw temicrly U!l! love her
of the 'little woman'; the long sneeze of a seltzer-bottle,
How patiently she stcmds each night!
especially when directed toward a promising concoction;
A11d kicks the milkmaid over.
the click of high heels.
DOG
How fuJI of lotte for 1mu~ lu: is,
IARY of a Car Rider: Add Curious Couples: He was
His vigila1rce will not lag,
a mild-looking, little mouse of a man, with troubled
Hc'll kindly look i11to yor~r eyes
eyes puckered into a timid squint behind telescopic lenses.
A11d for affectiol~ beg
She was large, blond and beautiful ... one of those gorgeA11d the1~ he u!clc~mes yo" at eve
ous fur-swathed creatures that look like a well-dressed reinAnd takes yor' by the leg.
carnation of the immortal Juno. They made a queer picture
there, side by side, squeezed uncomfortably together in the
comer of the clattering Clifton car. We couldn't help
ND now dear readers if you both send in lettera of
smiling and wondered vaguely how in the world two such
approval to the editor he may not decide to do withtotal opposites could exist in each other's company. Lawyer out his new colwnn and we will be back next iuue, with an
and client? ... no, not on a street car. Father and daughter? entertaining modern novel of love and h~te, pathos ud
... hardly. Tired collar-button and cuff-link manufacturer bathos.
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GOLF NOW
VARSITY SPORT
Carroll along with Baldwin
Wallace has added golf to its list
of varsity sports. Congratulations
are in order to Paul Hribar, senior who has finally seen his dream
come true. Paul ever since his
Freshman year has talked and
played golf. Last year he ran off a
very successful intramural golf
program and as well has formed
a golf club. The Blu5 Streak team
will consist of but four members
and should be able to compete on
equal terms with all of the other
Big Four schools.

UMIT TRACK

ACTIVITIES
The Mile Relay at the Public Hall
showed that the Streaks are not ready
for a track team. They cannot compete
on an equal basis with such teams as
B. W., Case and Reserve under the
present inadequate training setup. The
relay team at the hall was in no condition and plainly showed it. The boys
had only run once on an indoor track
and had no sense of timing and very
little wind. Then, too, Wiswasser and
Ballish are not quarter milers and never
will be. The former showed enough
speed to be a good bet in any of the
sprints. Raleigh, the best 440 man in
the school and probably one of the best
in the Big Four, according to Gene
Oberst, didn't get a chance to show
anything at. the Hall, being waved off
the track after completing one lap.
Plans to limit Carroll track to entries
in the Big Four meet only appear to be
to the benefit of Carroll athletics.
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Finals •1n
lntramurals
Next: Week
Championship of Gold League
To Be Decided in Noon Game
Tomorrow; Arbeznik Leads
Streaks Into Finals Next Week

The intramural program has ad•
''a11ced
110 fartl1er since tl1e last J·sBY Ch uc k H eat on
•
Although baseball, golf, and ten- sue of this paper because of the
nis are in the air, the gridders are fact that some of the finalists are
once again at their spring conditionalso football players and they find
ing. The Big Four schools are al- It difficult to get a suitable hour
ready at their outside workouts. for playing. However it seems that
Case, Reserve, and Baldwin-\Val- this i suitable time to look over
lace laid off Ia t week during spring the intramural situation and m
vacation but have once more begun. particular those teams which go inThe Blue Streaks, after working to the finals.
in the gym for several weeks, went
outside last Thursday and plan to Streaks Lead
scrimmage today or tomorrow. Gold League
The clo e of the regular intramural
Practice began earlier than last year
in order that advantage might be program found the Blue Streaks leading the Blue League and waiting for the
taken of the unusually prolonged Gold League to play off a tie. The
colder weather and also so that prac- Whirlwinds copped the first half of
tice would be over in order to give the their leaue and must play of for the
gridders plenty of time to study before lcaue crown with Dorm Four which
the final e."<ams. Naturally all of the triumphed in the second half. This
schools are looking at their first year game will be played off tomorrow at noon
men with intcrc t, but Baldwin-Vvallacc if that time is agreeable to Gene Oberst,
and Carroll are particularly anxiou . director of intramural activities.
The Yellow Jackets face the tough ta~k
The final for the intramural basketof replacing that high-scoring backfield
ball
championship will be decided by a
of Schoen, Noble, Goldsmith, Haerr,
Adams, etc. Coach Ray Watts hopes two out of three game series. These
that the Lunblads, Dave Aaron, \Vatts games should be tight contests and will
and Hoy, the sen ational young passer be played at times convenient to both
from Berea High will be adequate to the student body as audience and to the
fill the task. Carroll did not suffer much players.
through graduation but the backfield
was their weakest point last sea on. Towards the end of the season the Blue
Streak l'ine ·wa. playing well as any of
their opposition. The Streak~ have a
wealth of backfield material from the
first year ranks. Hoctor, Young-, Arsenault, Mcilinger, Quayle, Lucha, and
Murray look like the clas of the frosh
ball toters, but it is going to be difficult
to keep 'Niswasser, Mormile, Gliha, and
Fahey on the bench. The boy arc responding to the coaching' much fa ter
than last year, needing less individual
attention, being better acquainted with
the sy tcm and the coaches. Several of
the present junior witlr two years of
varsity experi~ncc behind them arc doing invaluable work in assi ting the
fro h.

CARROLL

Monroe Added .
To Whirlwinds
A glance at the rosters of the competing teams , hows the reason why
they arc in the finals. The Blue
Streaks favorites to cop the crown are
led by big Leo Arbeznik. As high
1<coring forward they have ] ohnny
I:.yons and Bill McNally, former varsity players. At the guards in their

ILLNESS
Bill Poland, former varsity
gridder is in a rather serious condition in a Cincinnati hospital at
the present time. It is probable
that he will remain there for several months as he is suffering
from gland trouble, which takes
a long time to cure completely.
After missing most of the final
exams because of illness he returned to school at the beginning
of the second semester but was
again forced to drop out. The
Carroll News wishes Bill a speedy
recovery and hopes to see him
back in school next semester.

starting lineup Paul Hribar and George
Holzimer are the usual choices.
The Whirlwinds have a well balanced
squad, led by 1Ial Gavin, former Ignatius luminary. Dick Blaha and Ralph
Konkol alternate at center and AI
\\'ciler and Jack Lavelle play the forwards. Bob Tryon and Leo Monroe,
a new addition to the team, aLo will
sec plenty of action in the championship
contests.

Other Players
Stand Out
The Fourth Dorm has practiced together for some time and have a smooth
working outfit. Eddie Arsenault. jim
Foti, Ed Johns, Bob Hcutsche, Pat
Malia arc usually in the 'tarting lineup,
but Paul Feicht, John Cullin and Bob
Marchand • pend plenty of time in
e,·ery game. Arsenault and Johns lead
in scoring.
Several other player~ on non-winning teams have shown enough to be
outstanding. They arc Nolan of the
Hamburgs. ·l llaloncy for Dorm 1,
Zemba for Dorm 2, ~ oblc for the Research .Men, Rice for the Quins, and
Corbett for the Celtics.

Andy Shipka, veteran quarterback
member of the present junior class
Cine of the happiest persons in school
week when notified of his coaching

Streak Gridders Hold
First Heavy Workout
Today, Weather Permitting

and
was
last
ap-

pointment. Since his coming to Carroll
he has had little interest in any other
activities except football, and it would
have been a disappointment to the Carroll
student body as well as himself to see
Andy drop out of athlectis.

Bozn in
Ph illy
Born in Philadelphia 21 years ago he
was christened Andrew Bernard Shipka.
Andy soon moved to Campbell, a suburb
of Youngstown, where he attended grammar and high school. He has always
favored football as a sport and was constantly tossing the pigskin around during
his grammar school. Playing varsity
quarterback at Campbell Memorial, he
was considered one of the smartest signal
callers of that institution. Some of his
toughest high school contests were against
Youngstown South, which had Joe Palguta on its forward wall.

Enjoys Life
At Carroll
Coming to Carroll during the first
season of Tom Yarr, he immediately liked
the spirit and good fellowship of the
Jesuit institution. Then too, it was dose
enough to Youngstown for those weekend trips home. But that is part of his
private life which we will leave to the
"Spoils" to expose.
Andy stands around the just a little
below the six foot mark and weighs ab,.,ut
170 pounds. His quiet friendly attitude
won him many friends among both the
football players and the students.
During the present spring sc; immages
he is assisting Frank Gaul with the backs
but when next fall arrives he will act
as the yearling mentor. Well versed in
the Notre Dame system, he should be
well able to fill his new position. He is
a two letter football winner, already having played a sufficient number of minutes this year before the Akron game,
to win his award.

Dan Deserves
Cage Honors
The basketball team last wc64< by a
unanimous vote elected Dan Mormile,
varsity cage captain for next season. The
new leader without doubt deserves the
honor for he has missed only a very few
minutes this year and would have !lad
the same record in his sophomore se<~son
if the mid-semesters hadn't scored a
knockout.
Danny is a Cleveland boy and a grarluate of Holy Name High where he compiled an enviable record both in football
and basketball. After graduating from
the South Side school he attended Notre
Dame for a time but then dropped out in
favor of the Jesuit institution.

Signal Caller
On Gridiron
This happy go lucky, care free (in
everything except athletics) fell<>w is
about 5 feet ten inches tall and weighs
about 175 pounds. His coolness and his
good nature make him an excellent choice
as captain. Dan has played two years of
varsity football alternating with Andy
Shipka in the signal calling spot. Although he is going to get plenty of competition from Joe Quayle next fall, he
still will be in plenty of ball games.
\Vith but four lettermen back from
only a mediocre season, the cagers will
be largely dependent on frosh talent of
which there is a great quantity, but the
quality is practically unknown. The filling of Gene Wolanski's shoes is a diffisult task to assign to any ball p1ayer and
it will have to be a first year man. It
looks as though the job may fall on the
broad shoulders of big Slim Rudich,
elongated center from Middlesex, Pennsylvania. Glenn Garrett, Bob Thompson,
and Dave Wilson also must be replaced.
Bob played the best ball of his Carroll
car~er in the final games.

Andy Shipka

Tennis Squad
Practices at
Indoor Courts
Tennis Sked Announced
By Tom Conley; Netters
Hold Second Drill Friday
The John Carroll tennis schedule has
been announced and the tennis team aspirants are now busily practtcmg their
strokes for the coming season. The Carroll team of this year is ranked as the
strongest in recent years. There is a
good spirit among the players and the
willingness to practice.
The returning letterman are Capt. Tom
Sweeney, Chuck Heaton, Jack Lavelle,
Harry Lance and Boby Tryon. Among
the returning aspirants of last year are
Bill Lippig, Jack Smith and Barry Cavagna. The newcomers to the team include Kenny Fierlc, Gene Kirby, Jim
Smith and Bob Thompson.
The team has. been practicing at the
Indoor TetU1is Center which is run by
Phil Greenstein, the Cleveland pro. These
are the same courts that Big Bill Tilden
played on last Wednesday evening in his
match with Vinnie Richards. These
courts furnish the team with the means
of practice and thereby eliminate one good
alibi for a poor season.
The Big Four caliber o£ tennis is the
finest played in the state and therefore
any team attempting the Carroll schedule must be regarded as playing first
class competition.
As a warmup to the coming inlercol·
legiate season several Carroll team members are entered into the northastrn Ohio
singles championship meet. Sweeney,
Fierle and Tryon are entered in this meet.

Baseball Rules
Mr. Oberst in conjunction with this
committee has issued the following
rules in regard t9 the organization of
intramural baseball for 1937:
1) A complete roster of each entering
team must be handed in by the manager at the soda fountain not later than
Monday, April 12th.
2) Each team must be composed of
15 members whose names arc duly
registered with the committee.
3) No duplication of per onnel is permitted. A player may play with one
team only.
4) All play will be governed by the
rules of the National Softball Association, subject to such change as the
committee may consider necessary to
adapt them to local conditions.
Play will probably get under way on
or about Monday, April 19th. which
will allow a week for practice and working out the schedule after entries are
filed, and continue until the time of
the final examinations. As is customary
the team ranking highest at the end of
this time will be crowned intramural
champs and presented with suitable individual awards.

By Ed McCarthy
Their sinews toughened by nearly a month of calesthentics and
their minds filled with football
knowledge and sharpened by a winter of skull practice the members
of the 1937 Carroll grid machine
will don their armor today and take
to the field for the first real scrimmage of the spring practice season.
Although they have been practicing
outdoors since last week they have
been held to dummy scrimmage and
work in the tackling pit because of
the soggy condition of the field
caused by the spring thaw.
However with better playing
conditions expected, the annual
regime of punting, passing, and
perhaps praying should be once more in
full swing before the week is out. The
board of strategy, consisting of Messers
Conley, Oberst, Gaul and Shipka have
more up their sleeves than a wrist watch
and the young hopefuls in their charge
can be prepared for more than the regular
·hare of surprises.
A Conley improvement on the Notre
Dame system in the form of a very deceptive shHt will get its first test under
laboratory conditions. The hope 'is freely
expressed in the best Carroll circles that
this shift will take the Carroll football
machine out of low gear and allow it to
operate once more in orthodox fashion.

Hoctor in
Tailback
While it has never been the policy
of this department to climb out on a
limb, and name names and indulge in second guessing about who will play what
p'art in the big fall presentation, it seems
only fair to let our readers in on a few
of the more lurid and interesting details
about our embryonic gridiron thespians.
Joe Hocter is being groomed for the
part of the heavy vlllian and the Big Four
coaches nightmare- to-be. He is being
understudied by a smiling blond rascal
whose favorite P ASStime is as our spy
laconically reported, "Trowin' 'em from
da wrong side." We cannot divulge bis
name at this time as it is a state secret.
Due to the fact that track has been
sidetracked and the sports staff of this
organ of the unemployed have to have
( Conti1111ed ol£ Page 7)

This week we introduce a modest and
unassuming senior who has carved a real
niche for himself in Carroll athletic history. Sam Sansone came to Carroll from
Milwaukee High, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. During his
schola~tic
days
he was considered one of the
finest centers in
his district. As a
sophomore here
he played fine
ball giving Vince
Glorioso, one of •
the Streaks I.J~st
centers, a real fight for the first string
snappcrback job.
He divided the "over the ball" duties
with Johnnie Marcus and Joe Busher in
his second season but this year was
shifted to guard. Although earning his
letter, Sam never really found himself
at this strange position.
'While in high school Sam also attained some fame as a track man. His great
disapPointment at Carroll was that the
Streaks had no cinder team. However,
his athletic career at Carroll has not yet
been concluded for he will undoubtedly
be one of the Carroll entries in the high
jump in the Big Four track meet in May.
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Off the
Backboard
By Bob Tryon
The Sport World is spinning merrily with baseball, golf, tennis, spring
football and the final basketball tilts on
tap, and tis time for all of us to get into
the awing of it . ·.• If you can't tote that
ball for a first down or block out that
tackle, then try for that birdie four, or
try stretching the single into a double,
or again you might even swing the
racquet for set point; if nothing else,
see Chuck Heaton and demand a foul
shooting contest .•. Spring and a young
man's fancy turns to . . ., well, lets
stick to sports ... If time hangs heavily
upon your hands you might drop in
and see Marshall "defend" his title
against McMillen, this evening. Of
course don't expect McMillen, the former Big Ten gridder to win ... Last
Thursday, Bill Tilden visited Cleveland
and convinced all present that Time
cares for no man ... Baseball at Carroll would not be a losing sport, if I get
my guess; Ed Baloga, Zarachowitz,
Arbeznik, Lucha, Sutton, Thompson,
Corbett, and Co. would stand up against
the best of competition . . . Day after
day Reserve seems to be losing more
of their frosh ball players. Reserve
alumni please note . . . Joe DiDonato,
former Reserve athlete furnishes the
best of service at the Ashbury-105th
St. gasoline palace ... Joe Busher can
be ·considered the Old Man of next
year's varsity. His pigskin past includes four years of high school ball
and five years of collegiate ball • . .
Bob Fogarty carries off the honors for
being the lightest man out for the next
Carroll football edition . . . Danny
Cantillon is a faithful ex-Carroller,
taking time out for a glimpse of all
Carroll activities ... Jim Siffin, former
Carroll eager is now in the paint business .. , The News All-Big Four team
was quite humorous. It looked like
an effort for the sensational. I wonder
how he accounts for Wolanski's point
scoring against Case. Gene threw
I.L.-m!f¥thiM~Ift-~~cleree in, -the-evening of their first meeting ••. Jack
Heffernan, frosh basketball player is a
former Aequinas Institute stud ... At
Ignatius Hi, the parade continues,
I,.enny Brickman, ex-Carroll great,
takes over the worries from Gene
Stringer, another ex ,

Carroll Union Plans
Athletic Convocation
An all athletic convocat'ion is being
planned for early next month. It has been
quite some time since Carroll has had
anything even akin to an athletic assembly and the Carroll Union feels that the
Student Body will enjoy this type of entertainment for a change. At this time the
intramural awards will be given to both
the winners and the runnerups in the
intramural basketball league. The winners' awards will consist of a gold basketball with '"37 Intramural Basketball
GOLF
Fore! is the cry around Carroll
these days as interest in the Big
Four Golf League grows apace.
At a meeting tomorrow plans will
be drawn up concerning the practices and the candidates for the
team. Arrangements have already been made with a neighboring golf course to offer a reduced
rate to the varsity. Enthusiasm
is so rampant about the school
that arrangements are being completed to sponsor an intramural
tournament and advance entries
already warrant its success.

THE CARROLL NEW

Carroll Track Activities
Limited To Big Four Meet
Athletic Director Tom Conley
has decided to limit the Carroll
track activities to the Big Four
meet. This decision came as a result of the Streak's showing in the
Big Four mile relay at the Public
Hall. Both Tom Conley and Gene
Oberst fell that it is unfair to both
the school and to the boys contesting to have a team when training facilities are so inadequate.
FOUL SHOOTING
The long delayed intramural
foul shooting contest will be
held next week. Robert Heutsche, successful chairman of
the intramural basketball league, will be in charge of the
charity tossing. The contestants must see Heutsche and
designate the time when they
wish to shoot. Each entry will
receive 15 attempts and the ten
high scorers will each shoot 25
to determine the school winner. All but the eight present
varsity basketball lettermen
are eligible to compete.

Chesshire
Studio

... Photographic Specialists
Combining reasonable rates with real
artistry, the Chess hire Studio of the
Company offers the best picture

value available anywhere.

. Sympathetic .

.. . Dependable. . .
... Economical

News

Spring Practice
Gets Underway
(Coutimwd from Page 6)
something to write about next time
furthcr details of a sensational nature are
being withheld till a later date. However we will let you in on just one little
more extract from our carefully guarded
annual report. One of our Pinkertons
has testified unde r oath that he saw a
bearded member of the Conley dominated
G. P. U. secretly distributing to eager
members of the team a lurid bit of out
and out subversive propaganda entitled
"How to Win the Big Four Championhip in 1937."

MEN

•••

so
l-lave linen reinforced toes
and heels ...

25c
Pair
Stock up now at this
low price

... Artistic ...
• •

tators which robbed the game of some
of the atmosphere so necessary to inspire a heated conte, t. Another improvement will be noted in the handling oi thi - . port. Formerly conducted
by the Carroll Union ,this year it will
be directed by the Athle tic Department
through a committee of students. Th.c
members of this committee are: Ralph
Pelegrin, chairman, and Bob Thompson, senior; Ed McCarthy, junior ;
George Ballish, sophomore, and jack
wecney, fre bman, representing their
respective classes.

"LIN-N-Tread"

J-IIGBEE COMPANY

Higbe~

By E d McCarthy
Intramural baseball, always the most
popular number of Carroll's spring
sports program, will bios om forth into
its former glory thi year according to
information released today by Gene
Ober st, Carroll's director of intramural
athletic . About eight fifteen-man
teams are expected to sign up for this
year's pennant race. Thi should be far
and away the largest number of participants in any intramural team sport
in the history of the school.
Weather permitting. games will be
played fou r afternoons a week on two
diamonds. One of these diamonds will
be located in the soon-to-be-leveled
piece of ground between the Faculty
Residence and Gesu Church. The other
is planned to be laid out in one corner
of the football field. This system will
permit two games to be played simultaneously, and thus make for more frequent play on the part of every team
and less delay due to inclement weather.
It will also permit the playing of practice and non-league games without inter ruption of the schedule.
Playing the games on the campus
should also make for increased interest and attendance, as in former years
the games had to be played anywhere
a field cou ld be secured, entailing a trip
off the camp us by the teams and spec-

•••

of the

Carroll
Champs" inscribed on it and the place
team will receive silver basketballs. Robert H eutsche had the thankless job of
he.:dihg the intramural committee and
spent much time arranging, scoring and
refereeing games. For his fine work
Chairman Heutsche will be awarded an
appropriate medal.
At this t ime Joseph Palguta, football
captain will be introduced to the student
body and one of the coaches will give
a short speech. If the varsity tennis and
golf season is completed their letters will
also be awarded at this time.

A dual meet already scheduled with
Fenn College as well as the triangular
met with Baldwin-Wallace and Kent
State have been postponed.
Before the entries for the Big Four
Meet are determined Mr. Oberst hopes
to hold a Varsity Freshmen meet or an
intramural meet in which the varsity talent can be determined. This Big Four
meet will take place about the middle of
May. In the workouts held so far Francis Raleigh, anchor man on the relay
team at the Hall, has shown himself to
be one of the best track men in the school.
He has the smooth easy stride characteristic of the majority of good 440 men.
Bob Wisswasser appears to be a good bet
in the loop and the 220 while Sam Sansone and George Quinlan w ill be probable contestants in the high jump and
shot put, respectively.
Harry Lance, who has been one of
the high p()int men in all of the intramural track meets to date may also be a
strong contender in the high and low
hurdles, the high jump, and the broad
jump. Gene Oberst plans on perm itting
the track men to do their own training,
believeing that track is a sport in which
conditioning is almost entirely up to the
individual.
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Chesshire Studio
Fourth Floor .. l-ligbee Building

You get wide choice of smart patterns and
colors in "LIN-N-tread" sox plus the extra
durability of "linenized" toes and heels.
This feature adds months of extra wear and
reduces mending to a minimum. Choose
from the new Spring stripes, plaids, checks,
all-over designs, also plain black, brown,
gray and navy blue. Large advance p~r..
chases enable us to provide you with
"LIN-N-tread" sox at the old low price·· ·o f
25cpair.
Street Floor Ontario
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FreedomBy Valentine Deale
" The quartermaster gave me back
my suit, which was brand new seventeen years ago when 1 had last worn it.
It was seventeen years, three months,
and two days to be e..'tact. But it didn' t
seem that long. In return I gave him
the old zebra uniform of ex-prisoner
number 716842.
"Then I went to the warden's office.
H e was a kind person at heart, though
many of us had been fooled for a while
by his hardboiled front. First he of·
H d.d •
fered me a c1gar.
e 1 n t say anything, but just smiled. He didn't even
ask me how it was to be free again.
He knew too much to do a thing like
that. I was thanking God he hadn't
then. Come to think of it now, however, it might have been better if he
h a d. M ight have saved a lot of trouble.
Anyway he unlocked a smaU tray on hi•~
desk and pulled out of it my watch,
key case, and wallet, and also $23.65.
He added
·d 1 a ten
· to the latter amount
an d sat
mtght need it. We talked
then for a while, just talking about
things in general. He warned me that
I would discover the world had changed
since I began my sentence. Told me
that my old racket of selling land that
never existed was passed. Of course
be hoped that I had learned my lesson
and that I would go straight. At
length he dismissed me.
"I walked out of his office and went
downstairs to the main grounds before
the walls. There I passed Paul, who

was doing honor work-and who probably will be for the next ten years and bid him good-bye. At the blockhouse, I showed the guards my pass.
They grinned and said something
about having a long stretch and about
being glad that everything was over.
.
b k
d tl
l grun t e d somet h mg
ac an
ley
·
d
I
d
th
opene
e Iron gate an et me ou t ·
The gate clanked shut.
" I was free! Free, Free, Free..
"Free, yes, I was free all right. I had
counted the days until this one, madly
Counted them day by day day by day
'
'
·
Then a month would pass Then
·
another, then another, and another and
another. Then a year had passed. That
first year, Lord it was long. Then
slowly the second came, and then the
'
third, and so on. Then the jail break,
solitary confinement, and I started
counting all over again. Finally, somehow, some way, the day of my freedom
came, the d<>y I lived for, for seventeen
damnable years. Here 1•t '"as
at last.
"
"And it didn't mean a damn thing.
"You think I'm crazy, don't you?
Well, I'll tell you those first days of
freedom were the most torturous days
of my life, a billion times more agonizing than those dreary solitary confinement stretches. Then at least I had
something to look forward to, even if
it was an illusion, my day of freedom.
"You still think I'm mad, don't you?
Well, tell me what a man 53 yea rs old
stepping out of prison after seventeen
years can do with freedom. Freedom.

Get: In
\Vhat does freedom mean to a man
walking out of Sing-Sing into a world
which he didn't know and which didn't
know him--except for a nice criminal
record. Freedom! You can have your
freedom.
"Suppose I could have gone to my
old friends? There're no friends like
old friends may be good tuff for poets
but it isn't for a man with a prison record like mine. Where were they all?

Sodality Closes The Spoils
Season's Work Of
Membership Cards and Medals
Vicl:ory
Given to Newly Received
l\femllers of Spiritual Group

(Co11fillrtcd from Page 4)

The Sodality of Our Lady, at John Ed Rambousek takes his Patricia 'to
Carroll Universi•", under the direction of Communist meetings ••• Popsy KiJ'J
th e R ev. H ar t£ord B rueke r, S · J ., re- bane was in rare form at school last

cently received new members into its Monday, and provided a bit of an eyeranks at an impressive ceremony during opener for a few cops along Carnegie on
If you mu t know, some were dead, the student Mass. M ember. hip cards the way home ... Joe Murphy and Rog
Pryor will shuffle over for a couple of
orne were in other pens, others were and souvenir medals of the Blessed
dates in Buffalo this week-end •.• Merlost track of, and others just didn't Virgin were given to some two hundred
rill Fitzpatrick, ex-Carroll News editorrecognize me. Seventeen years of ab- members.
in-chief, now works at the Central Nasence is too much of a strain on any
tional Bank • . . Pierce Mullally is hot
Sodality Continues
friendship.
stuff with the Kiddies' Club on E. 151
B
d' •
"A job? That's a good one. Have
ene Jction
St. ••• Pat Malia and Johnny SemAt present, the sodality, one of the
you ever tried looking for a job when
perger already have their niblicks out
you were 53? What would you say most active organizations in the univerin preparation for the coming golf seawhen they ask you where you were sity, has no major activity in view, owing son. Golf, by the way is apt to blossom
last employed if you had been a convict to the nearness of the end of the school out shortly as one of Carroll's chief
for seventeen years?
term. For the remainder of the term,
sports • • • Mary Catherine McNally,
·
"I find all the freedom I want in this the sodality will contmue
to hold Bene- sec'y of the St. Thomas Dramatic Club,
cell, within four prison walls. A can- diction every Thursday in the student is the reason Bob Tryon has turned
ary you know is better off penned in chapel along with its current meetings.
Thespian ... Straight from one of their
his tiny cage than allowed the freedom
In the past, the sodality has gained mothers comes the news that a number
of the skies. , That goes for me too.
noteworthy distinction by holding its sue- of U'line seniors (Bea McGannon, Win"1 guess your time is up, professor, cessful drives for food for the poor and nie Gilmore, Kay McCarty, Loretta
the guard is coming down the hall. old clothes and furnishings for the needy. Cashman & Co.) will be seen no more at
Yes, that's all right. I made a clumsy
In its coming meetings, the group, with Carroll hops, because 'they think the
atten~pt to rob a bank a week after I
Joseph P. Sullivan as its Pre fect wi 11 younger generation will provide too
was let out. So I could get back here
again? You're a professor of phy- talk over plans for the following school much unwelcome competition. Rememyear.
ber, girls, life begins at forty.
chology, aren't you?"
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Everybody enjoys refreshing mildness in a cigarette . . • everybody
likes good taste and pleasing aroma.
These are the things that make
smoking a pleasure.

For all the good things that smoking can give you we invite you
to enjoy Chesterfield Cigarettes.

take plentg along
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